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About: UV Days
In 2002, IST Metz hosted the very first UV Days, an

industry partners, as well as more than 900 visitors from

international event focusing on UV printing. The most

33 countries at our head office in Nürtingen (southern

unique aspect of this in-house fair is its practical focus.

Germany) for the eighth edition of our in-house fair in

Every two years, it introduces and showcases the latest

2017. UV Days 2019, which will be held once again in

developments for UV in sheetfed, web and digital printing

Nürtingen from 13. to 16. May this year, will feature the

through live demonstrations that visitors can watch,

slogan „Tradition meets Modernity”: a slogan that will not

touch and take home. The many possibilities offered by

just be reflected in the print products on display and the

UV technology in the market segments for packaging,

accompanying event programme, but also in the actual

commercial or label printing are demonstrated anew each

exhibition. The Ludwigsburg-based font designer, Sigrid

time, using a print product developed in-house for the

Artmann, is one of our contributors this year. She started

event. The clever combination of print and online media

her journey into font design via traditional calligraphy –

demonstrates how print can be modern and trendy, and

the art of beautiful handwriting. Typography, meaning

what possible new uses UV and LED technology have to

the art of designing print products, dates back to the

offer. The packaging, developed specially for UV Days

early Renaissance era between 1450 and 1457. Sigrid

2013, has won five awards, including the red dot Award

Artmann soon found the historicised tradition of copying

for Communication Design, as well as two Print Stars

too restrictive in terms of expression and discovered

from the specialist magazine „Deutscher Drucker“ for

her own way of translating writing and content into

the German printing sector. The print gimmick from UV

unique images. At this year‘s UV Days, you will have the

Days 2015 only recently received the sought-after German

opportunity to experience first-hand how the centuries-

Design Award in the category „Integrated Campaigns and

old art of typography receives a modern interpretation

Advertising“.

and is combined with UV and LED technology. Secure your

UV Days has grown over the years from a seminar-type

place at UV Days and register now free of charge at:

event with around 100 invited guests to the largest event

www.uvdays.com

of its kind. We welcomed 45 renowned exhibitors and

With the help of type artist
Sigrid Artmann, calligraphy
and UV technology come into
harmony at the UV Days
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Editorial
More than 50 exhibitors and industry partners – that is a

of a shuttle service to and from the event location at the

new record that we are very pleased about in the run-up to

Media University in Stuttgart.

the upcoming UV Days. The companies will come together
for four days at our in-house fair between 13. to 16. May

You might round off your visit to Nürtingen in southern

under the slogan „Tradition meets Modernity“ to present

Germany with a visit to the Heidelberg Packaging Days,

you with innovative solutions for the graphic print industry,

which will be presented in German on Wednesday 15th

as well as innovations in industrial applications.

May and in English on Thursday 16th May.

The good old days – let‘s be honest – how often do we get

The new Excimer technology has become virtually integral

nostalgic about the days of yesteryear? Those days, when

to any industrial application today. For example, our

life was a lot less hectic and when talking to people face to

exhibitor, Hymmen, will explain everything you need to

face was still essential. We remember and honour those

know about the innovative Digital Lacquer Embossing

times in the ninth edition of our in-house fair as part of

(DLE) process. This new digital application offers special

the slogan „Tradition meets Modernity“. IST Metz is a

texturing options for surfaces. This issue of our magazine

modern company, a world market leader and well able

includes some interesting details about the process.

to fulfil increasingly complex requirements in terms of

You can also participate in guided tours of our company

applications, customers and society. But we also want to

headquarters, visit the new manufacturing facilities for

take up all the current buzzwords like “digital change”,

electronic devices and medical, take part in workshops

“artificial intelligence” or “recycling economy” and hope to

hosted by the Leichtbauzentrum Baden-Wuerttemberg

get people to meet, talk to each other, learn from each

(Centre for Lightweight Construction) and learn about our

other and form opinions the traditional way at the UV Days.

renowned partners in the exhibition area.

Tradition meets Modernity – that also applies to
technology. While the established UV lamp systems

We have added a little appendix to this issue to give you

have become permanent market features, new LED

some initial impressions of what to expect at this year‘s

technology is finding its way into more and more printing

UV Days. In a few weeks, you will have the opportunity

companies. These are developments that IST Metz and

to experience it all for yourself on site. We are looking

its partners want to pay tribute to in exhibits and in

forward to surprising you with our holistic concept. And

print demonstrations. At workshops hosted by Print City

we look forward to welcoming you soon in person at

Alliance, you will learn about the latest trends in packaging

UV Days in Nürtingen!

printing – from the creative phase to the particulars of
the formation process, right down to useful information
for printers and for post-processing. DFTA Flexodruck
Fachverband e.V. offers information about developments
in the area of flexible packaging as part of an additional
event held on Wednesday 15th May at the Flexodruck
Academy. Interested parties will be able to take advantage
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Kind regards, Christian Metz,

Holger Kühn

Christian-Marius Metz

Dr. Robert Sänger

Sales Director

Managing Director

Head of Engineering

Visitors can once again look forward

We – meaning our industry partners,

Visitors to UV Days can see for

to an exciting programme, focusing

customers, suppliers and industry

themselves that IST is a modern

on a different topic area each day.

journalists – will once again come

company and well able to fulfil

The individual topics are further

together at the largest UV meet-up

increasingly complex requirements

diversified by our partnerships with

in the world. I look forward to

in terms of applications, customers

associations and media partners,

exchanging

valuable

and society. We do, however, want

about

latest

and

industrial

applications

now

the

knowledge
and

to meet people at UV Days the

also have their own place as part of

developments in the kind of informal

trends

traditional way – to learn from

the programme and the exhibition

atmosphere we have come to expect

dialogue and allow people to form

area. We will also be demonstrating

at these events. I am particularly

their own opinions.

various practical applications for UV

pleased that the applications and

and LED technology.

exhibitors in the Industrial segment
will once again be an integral part of
the UV Days.
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Portrait:

“Made at Lake Tegernsee” - from raw
material to Gmund’s world-famous
fine paper
If the world had never heard of the Gmund
paper factory before, it certainly had by 2011,
when the announcement “... and the Oscar
goes to...” was made. This was the year when
the gold envelopes for the famous Oscar
awards ceremony came from tranquil Gmund
at Lake Tegernsee. In 2019, the 180 yearold traditional company will be making its
first appearance at UV Days. Meet the paper
manufacturer in our magazine ahead of that,
and immerse yourself in the brightly-coloured
world of Gmund fine papers by reading the
article which starts on page 10.

Made at Lake Tegernsee – the
road from raw material to the
world-famous Gmund paper
„Tradition meets Modernity“ – no other exhibitor could represent the slogan
of this year‘s UV Days as fully as Papierfabrik Gmund. Innovative material
combinations and designs, next-generation machinery and extensive research
meet almost two centuries of tried-and-tested production processes and a
historical company in Gmund‘s Mangfall Valley on Lake Tegernsee.

Papierfabrik

Lake

market and laid the groundwork for

producing

its future. The conscious decision to

thinks that this outstanding spirit

paper for 180 years. In early 1829,

do something different than everyone

and drive for innovation has always

the Swabian paper maker, Johann

else is a typical trait of the Kohler

set the family business apart.

Nepomuk Haas, built a paper mill

family, says Sabine Huber, head

Tegernsee

Gmund
has

been

on

of public relations at Gmund. She

on the Mangfall, an outflow of
Lake Tegernsee that flows into the
River Inn. In 1904, Ludwig Alois
Kohler

took

over

the

company

and founded the Maschinen- und
Büttenpapierfabrik Gmund together
with his partner Carl Pfannenberg.
Today, the Kohler family owns and
operates the company in its fourth
generation with great success. The
grandfather of today‘s managing
director, Florian Kohler, came up
with the idea to produce coloured
paper. This new product allowed the
company to focus on a specific niche

The modern Design Lab reflects the innovative spirit
of the traditional company
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Meanwhile more than 40 paper
collections come from Gmund,
which have been on stock for
many years

A traditional paper mill meets a
modern design centre

an incomparable sense and eye

Aires. Serving so many different

for paper over the years that can

markets requires Gmund employees

Tradition is very important at Gmund

never be replaced by machines. All

to

and the company‘s roots play a key

sheets are hand-tested individually,

with creative heads, and the paper

role in its philosophy. The actual

which allows Gmund to enclose a

specialist focuses heavily on research

production process for the paper,

certificate for tested and guaranteed

and development. Only then can the

for example, has not changed in 180

flawless quality with every delivered

creation

continuously

of

exchange

ideas

target-group-specific

years. The work steps have been

ream of paper.

products in a unique combination of

modernised, of course, and are now

Despite its historical manufacturing

base colours, textures and finishes

automated – meaning the paper is no

facility, Papierfabrik Gmund has

be guaranteed. It takes between two

longer scooped from the vat by hand.

managed to bridge the gap between

and three years for a new collection

That and many other work steps

a traditional company and a modern

to be market-ready, and another one

are now performed by machines

paper

to two years until the products are

featuring high-tech control devices,

manufacturer is renowned for paper

known internationally. „It is very rare

energy-efficient drive motors, touch

collections that stand out for their

for us to remove a collection from

mill.

Today,

this

paper

screens and the very latest in sensor

innovative material formulations and

the market, unless we are doing an

technology. When it comes to quality

recipes, special finishing techniques

upgrade or planning a relaunch,“

control of the finished product,

and futuristic textures and surfaces.

explains Sabine Huber. Up to now,

however, Gmund places its trust in

Its „small business image“ is a

more

than

40

collections

have

the hands and all-seeing eyes of very

thing of the past as well. Around 130

originated at Gmund. In total, more

experienced employees, in addition

employees work at Gmund today, and

than 100,000 different paper varieties

to the innovative online photo-optics

its export rate is currently at 70%

have been developed there, samples

sensor technology used at the facility.

with customers hailing from Tokyo to

of which can be viewed and touched

These colleagues have developed

Los Angeles and Helsinki to Buenos

at the company’s headquarters.
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But the innovative spirit of Gmund

explains Sabine Huber. In addition

already in stock, it first performs test

is not just reflected in the actual

to its international business with

runs with small volumes of around

products. Another important step in

wholesalers,

200 kg. Where that is not the case and

the development from paper mill to

increasing

custom

the paper has to be manufactured

design centre was the official opening

projects for individual clients. Two

first, then test runs involve a

of the „Mangfallblau“ restaurant

concrete requests per month are

medium-sized volume of three to five

at the company site in 2018. The

received by the paper manufacturer

tons. The resulting custom paper in a

Gmund
interest

has
in

noted

restaurant, featuring an industrial
chic interior, breathed new life into
the factory‘s former pulp warehouse.

Paper has been scoped in Gmund

It serves not only as lunch hall for

at Lake Tegernsee for 180 years

employees, but is also highly sought
after as a creative workshop and
meeting venue for companies from
around the world – and on weekends
it is open to the public.

Rising number of customer
projects
„The fact that our products are
well-known around the world
is mainly thanks to our great
marketing team and distribution
network. The direct contact with

on average. These requests usually

custom colour, with a specific weight

brand companies is an important

pertain to business stationery and

or unique texture, will only ever go to

part of our success. We approach

reports, for which the clients already

the respective client – a company-

the decision-makers in companies

have specific ideas regarding the

specific „DNA paper“ in Gmund

directly and highlight the benefits

material, colour and texture. Where

quality is born.

of Gmund paper,“

Gmund has a matching paper type
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Paper sends a message

and was convinced that our name

green philosophy via their packaging,

One task to be considered when

would help boost the sales of their

brochures or print communication.

designing any new paper is that it

products,“

After all – it is important for the

says Sabine Huber with pride. For

Ecological responsibility
as a top priority

paper manufacturer to showcase the

her personally, the look and feel, as

Because of its strong connection to

should convey the right message.

benefits of their products:

well as the combination of colour

the location and the region, it is a

and texture, play the biggest role

matter of course for the organiser

„We don‘t just want customers

when selecting the perfect paper.

of UV Days to conserve natural

to buy our paper because it is

One collection that she feels is

resources and be environmentally

beautiful. It is very important to us

particularly

its

responsible. With the Environmental

to make clear what our products

combination of design, feel and story

Charter, Gmund and its clients

can do to benefit the client‘s brand,“

outstanding

in

is Gmund’s Bio Cycle paper. The

have committed to the four pillars

top priority in its development was

of

environmental

protection

says head of public relations, Sabine

to conserve natural resources and

in the paper industry. Ongoing

Huber. And this concept seems to

to be environmentally responsible.

optimisation measures help reduce

work: The success stories of a great

The new collection contains up to

water consumption and only Gmund

variety of customers document an

50 percent alternative ingredients,

recycles waste water without any

increase in sales since using Gmund

including

green

paper. The investment in premium-

Bavarian

meadows,

cuttings

from

chemical agents, using solely ozone.

and

The paper manufacturer‘s internal

quality paper has resulted in high

cannabis pulp, and also cotton waste

ozone cleaning facility is a pure

returns wherever consumers are to

from the garment industry. According

investment in the location. The

be drawn in with tasteful and high-

to the manufacturer, this collection

system allows water to be reused in

end packaging at the point of sale.

is the perfect choice for companies

the paper process up to seven times.

straw

who want to communicate their
„One renowned customer insisted
on adding our logo to their
packaging – because they felt
that Gmund is a powerful brand

The old paper machine with
a web length of 90 meters still
produces regularly
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Interview:

Sabine Huber
Public Relations,
Büttenpapierfabrik
Gmund GmbH & Co. KG

Editorial: In what way are you different from other paper

after plenty of preliminary marketing. This allows us to

manufacturers in the market and what do you see as your

attend several hundred customer meetings each week.

unique selling points?

Events also play an important role for us – both in-house
and external. We actively search for platforms to present

Sabine Huber: Our customers find that Papierfabrik

ourselves on the market and to draw attention to our

Gmund, now owner-operated in its fourth generation,

innovative power and market impulses. We are, however,

is a very reliable and healthy partner at their side. In

very selective in terms of which events are a good fit for

addition to our competence and stability, we are renowned

us and there is definitely potential for attending more fairs

for our high standards in terms of service and flexibility.

in the future.

All our products and customer collections are stored at
our location in Gmund on Lake Tegernsee for 10 to 20

Editorial: You are also raising your public profile with

years. That is how we can guarantee long-term product

your current partnership with Bauhaus Dessau. What

availability and have the flexibility to respond to customer

exactly is that about?

requests quickly.

Sabine Huber: We have launched our new „Gmund
Editorial: Gmund is known as a company with long
tradition. What is your vision for the future?

Bauhaus Dessau“ collection in close cooperation with
the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation. Bauhaus Dessau is
synonymous for modernity and departure from tradition,

Sabine Huber: The company must grow and expand,

while Gmund Papier stands for innovation and creativity:

and that it will. However, growth per se is not our main

an ideal partnership for the development of a joint

concern. We are working tirelessly to more widely

collection that embodies the idea of „less is more“. The

establish Gmund as its own brand and increase its appeal.

Gmund Bauhaus Dessau paper features pure material

It is our vision that one day everyone will know the name

and quality, a smooth surface, two clear white hues and

Gmund – irrespective of whether people come in direct

a deep black. There is no fancy texture or effect. The

contact with our paper products or not. We want Gmund

new collection is an excellent print medium for all print

to be perceived as a brand and as an innovative owner-

technologies and is designed specifically for big batches,

operated company that is going places.

e.g. for packaging, mailings, catalogues and photo books.

Editorial: How do you envisage achieving these goals?

enjoys plenty of colour and would like to get an overview of

Our „Gmund Alles“ tool is a great help for anyone who
our portfolio. It is the first ever comprehensive summary

Sabine Huber: We have always been convinced that

of 24 current Gmund collections in an easy-to-handle and

direct contact with the customer is the key to success.

well-organised volume. It gives customers the chance to

We launch on average two to three new products on the

browse through the Gmund colour universe, organised

market, which we distribute to our international partners

from light to dark.
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Paper maker with passion:
Gmund Papier
Ecological, pioneering, value-creating. Gmund Papier
develops memorable and sustainable communication
carriers in an eco-friendly factory in the Mangfall Valley.
Gmund is a paper maker with passion – and that since
1829. The factory was initially founded by Johann Nepomuk
Haas. The company has remained family-owned ever
since, and is today under the leadership of Florian Kohler
in its fourth generation.
Gmund Papier is a place where boundless pioneering
spirit, craftsmanship and next-generation technology
come together. It is where tailor-made solutions for
sustainable and future-proof brand presences are
created. Around 75 percent of the paper made by Gmund
is exported. Deliveries are received in 70 countries on all
continents.
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Your SPECIALIST

Stefan Feil
Head of Applications
Development,
IST Metz GmbH

„Despite the digital age, print media
are currently back in vogue.“

Editorial: Packaging printing is a stable market segment

both in advertising and at the point of sale. A specific or

with steady growth. What other particular trends and

special paper can support this differentiation and appeal

developments can you see in Print?

to a variety of our senses. This unconsciously affects our
decision to purchase and has a very positive impact on the

Stefan Feil: Awareness of printed products has changed

image of the brand.

- print may have been written off as a dying art for some
time, but it is currently undergoing a resurgence. In a world

Editorial: What does this mean for the use of UV

which is changing ever more quickly, many people long for

technology?

consistency and a slowing-down. Following a period of
digital communication, we are currently experiencing how

Stefan Feil: UV technology facilitates a variety of finishing

particularly analogue media (such as printed products)

options, rendering the packaging and the product still

have an important role to play again. Ecological points of

more unique. The use of UV technology likewise ensures

view need to be taken into account here.

an efficient production process. It is possible to continue

Printed products are even playing a key role with

processing immediately after printing, which reduces

advertising agencies and creative businesses again:

storage costs and keeps the process lean. New drying and

especially valuable messages are increasingly being

finishing techniques, customization in any size of print

communicated via print media again.

run, value-added packaging with augmented reality or
security by design and printed electronics provide more

Editorial: What role do you think paper plays in

differentiation options than ever before - find out more at

packaging?

UV Days 2019!

Stefan Feil: A high-quality product is characterized by
high-quality packaging among other things. Differentiation
is becoming more and more important for big brands,
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UV Days Preview - the print jobs
Feel, see, smell, taste - the UV Days not only meet the highest technical
demands, but are also a true event for the senses in their ninth edition. All
three print jobs inspire with well thought-out concepts, individualism and real
added value.

Coffee and enjoyment
Which character are you? Whether you‘re a fair-trade fan,
adventurer or cosmopolitan - discover the right espresso
for you at the UV Days with a perfectly matching premium
praline.

SIMPL - a new catering concept
SIMPL but fantastic: In this food packaging produced
according to low migration guidelines you will receive your
personal menu during our in-house exhibition. The IST
print job will also be used after the event. Starting in early
summer, the catering service dedicated to the UV Days
will supply all its customers with the food boxes.

Sustainable Premium
Packaging
The print job that you can follow live during our in-house
exhibition from 13. to 16. May. A sophisticated concept,
technologically highly demanding and

with lasting

benefit - let us surprise you and take your personal
UV Days Print Gimmick home with you.
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Article:

Interview:

Innovation Digital Lacquer
Embossing

Added value for optical systems
in the DLE process

OEM Hymmen has now patented its digital
lacquer embossing solution which allows
a special treatment of surfaces by digital
means. Take a look at the article which
starts on page 20 to find out how this UV
Days exhibitor is successfully using a
modern process to coat surfaces to give
them a traditional wood look.

The IST wood applications specialist
Pana Vrettos in an interview about
the use and indispensable nature of
optical systems in the DLE (Digital
Lacquer Embossing) process. How UV,
LED and Excimer have a key impact on
the feel and touch of a surface, page 24

Innovation Digital
Lacquer Embossing
The look and feel of surfaces can
now be created completely digitally
with Hymmen technology.
The production of digitally printed materials is becoming increasingly popular
– in the flooring, furniture or building materials sectors and more. Customers
expect the look and feel of surfaces to match. There is a wide variety of processes
to meet customer expectations today. But all the established processes have
one thing in common: Unlike print processes, they are analogue and not digital.
Hymmen has developed and patented a solution for this dilemma: Digital
Lacquer Embossing.

or

textured

cylinders.

Digitally

mass

production,

integration

of

printed décors, on the other hand,

the digital printing process in the

are becoming ever more popular.

process chain of the décor industry

A

the

and the industrial production of

analogue texturing process can no

dilemma

ensues

when

small output quantities per design

longer keep up with the versatility

are just some of these advantages.

of digital technology. A look at

„We are convinced that digitally

Dr. René Pankoke,

known production quantities helps

textured printing has an enormous

Managing partner and CEO

to clarify the significance of digital

market potential“, remarks Dr. René

of Hymmen

printing today – especially in the

Pankoke, Managing Partner and

flooring sector. The Hymmen Jupiter

CEO at Hymmen, the market leader

digital printing lines alone currently

in industrial digital printing for the

The growing importance of
digital decor print

produce over 40 million square

wood-based products industry. That

metres – and the trend is rising. More

is why the machine engineering

Especially for floor coverings, an

and more manufacturers are turning

specialist

authentic design in terms of its

to the benefits of industrial scale

industrially viable process for digital

look and feel has become very

digital printing processes. Shorter

texturing.

important. The surface texture is

setup times, less storage costs,

typically created using press plates

new design options, customized

20

has

developed

an

Using the Digital Lacquer Embossing process,
matt and glossy structures can be digitally printed
into the coating

Requirement for the industrial
viability of DLE

the many trials conducted at our
technical

research

laboratory

The innovation: Hymmen Digital
Lacquer Embossing

„We can look back on extensive

in Rödinghausen and in many

After

experience in the area of digital

meetings and discussions with

Hymmen applied for several patents,

décor

users“,

printing“,

comments

Pankoke, on the starting point for

many

laboratory

trials,

which since have been granted.
Digital

Lacquer

Embossing

was

the new development. „On the

René Pankoke says in summary

introduced to the public for the first

other hand, our know-how in liquid

of the findings of the development

time at Inprint 2016. It answers the

coating processes had taught us

process. These are the following

clear customer need for surfaces

that customers have very high

characteristics:

with a matching look and feel, with

expectations in terms of textured
surfaces.

New

technologies

don‘t stand a chance to replace
established processes if these

an absolutely natural appearance.
• A structural depth of 10–90 µm
• The surface quality must be
maintained
• to match the printed design. This

expectations cannot be met.“
Our initial approach, which entailed a

In this innovative technology, a
transparent medium is printed into
a layer of uncured, conventional
lacquer. That is done with the help

may vary depending on the product

of the established technology of

(furniture, flooring, etc.)

Hymmen Jupiter digital printing

digitally applied, positive texture, had

• Various gloss levels

lines.

to be abandoned as it didn‘t offer the

• The creation of an underlying

reactions create the deep and unique

necessary wear resistance.
„The key requirements for digital
texturing

to

be

suitable

for

industrial use became evident in

Physical

and

chemical

structure just like real wood, and

texture of the product.

not just a positive, layered texture

DLE utilises all the commercial

• The possibility to integrate

and

technical

advantages

digital

single

of

the technology in an existing,

established

conventional coating line

printing by Hymmen. This includes

pass
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characteristics like high flexibility,

Digital Lacquer Embossing also

Color Calibration) software for that

fast

offers an entirely new additional

purpose:

costs,

setup

times,

no

storage

new

design

options

a

specially

and

benefit for surface finishes: An

scanner

eliminating

authentic surface look and feel

printed design, and analyses and

the need for cylinder or press plate

can now be achieved with the

corrects the most minute deviations

changes.

universal use of Hymmen industrial

and irregularities.

customisation,

while

technology

developed

records

the

Choosing the digital process for décor
prints on LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tiles) or
modular multi-layer flooring will not
only ensure exceptional quality, but
also significant cost savings: The
traditional process in the production
of LVT entails the extrusion of
substrate panels, their lamination
with a printed design layer and an
Digital structure, which is

additional transparent layer as wear

applied with the Hymmen

protection. The purchase of décor

technology

foils and the wear-resistant layer
in the form of thermoplastic foils
means high material consumption
and therefore higher production

At a width of 70 mm to max. 2,100

digital

mm and with only one digital printing

the

printing

beam, this technology can easily be

advantages.

commercial

–

including
and

all

technical

costs. The digitally printed LVT, on
the other hand, only needs a primer
coat, the digital décor print and a

integrated in existing processes. As

wear-resistant top coat for the same

creating the texture is used, the

Modern digital production for
modern flooring

established features of the lacquer,

Hymmen‘s decorative digital printing

thermoplastic foils can yield between

such as rigidity, adhesion, scratch-

has proven its value for modular

around 20–30% cost savings.

resistance and chemical resistance,

multi-layer

remain intact. The end result are

real-life

textures that precisely match the

reliable adhesion of the inks on

Excimer technology for
modular multi-layer flooring

surface design – regardless of

the substrates has been proven.

An

only a small amount of the medium

floorings

operations.

(MMF)
Firstly,

surface quality. Using lacquers and
digital printing processes instead of

in
the

Excimer

system

is

the

whether the design is an analogue

Secondly, single pass printing of the

final

or digital print. Hymmen installed a

most difficult flooring designs, such

manufacturing

complete trial production line at the

as stone décors with close to single

multi-layer flooring, producing a

technical laboratory in Rödinghausen

colour areas, has been achieved in

wide variety of matt and gloss levels

to provide the required capacity for

exceptional digital quality. Hymmen

on a surface. The irradiation of

upcoming customer trials.

developed

surface coatings with a short-wave
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its

ACC

(Automatic

element

of
line

a
for

complete
modular

Excimer leads to the polymerisation

micro-wrinkling, which creates the

(curing) of only the top layer of the

matt surface effect. Without any

lacquer. A thin, hardened film forms

matting agent, the achievable gloss

on the surface. As this film is subject

level lies between 2–30 gloss points

to some shrinking, the film closest

(measuring angle of 60°) depending

to the surface will display some

on parameters and coating.

Hymmen – Plants and machinery
for first-class finishes
Hymmen is a mid-sized, family-operated company in the
machine and facility construction sector with over 125
years of history. The company‘s headquarters are located
in the heart of Bielefeld. The 190 Hymmen employees
develop, manufacture and commission machines and
facilities all over the world that are used for the state-ofthe-art mass production of sheet materials or the surface
finishing of sheet or web materials.
Hymmen products include double-belt press lines,
multi-opening press lines, industrial digital printing
facilities, liquid coating lines and laminating lines, as
well as the entire service spectrum for these systems
and the necessary process automation technology. These
products are used in the following industry sectors:
Furniture, Flooring, Doors & Gates, Decorative Laminates,
Construction Materials, Steel & Aluminium, Composites &
Technical Laminates.
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Your SPECIALIST

Pana Vrettos
Sales Manager Industrial,

Editorial: What makes the optical systems such an

IST Metz GmbH

integral part of the DLE process?

Pana Vrettos: The requirement for curing systems
is clearly defined. The main focus in digital lacquer
embossing is the need for creating a robust and authentic
look and feel of the product. The DLE process is used to
create structures and the subsequently applied Excimer

„IST systems not only cure or
mattify surfaces, but also influence
its touch and feel.“

technology creates a matt finish on the surface. A
combination of texturing and matt finishing produces the
desired look and feel.

Editorial: Which specific IST products are used in the
DLE process?

The use of optical systems
in DLE processes

Pana Vrettos: From curing to matt finishes, IST products
score highly at every point of the production process with
individual benefits. A 172 nm Excimer lamp based on

How UV, LED and Excimer significantly influence the look

Xenon is used to create a matt effect on the lacquer finish.

and feel of a surface

The radiation emission at a wavelength of 172 nm is highly
energetic and the effect is limited to the layers closest to

Editorial: The DLE (Digital Lacquer Embossing) process

the surface, without affecting lower lacquer layers. The

allows the digital texturing of surfaces. The resulting

matt surface is then cured using short-wave UV. The

effect looks and feels like conventionally embossed. The

combination of partial polymerisation using Excimer

procedure makes it possible to match the texture to the

technology, and the final curing with UV-C, creates

design. Why is IST Metz the perfect partner for innovative

surfaces with high chemical and mechanical resistances.

processes like these?

The coated substrate can additionally receive a soft-touch

Pana Vrettos: We are market leader when it comes to UV

only cure the lacquer layer, but also actively influence the

and LED curing technology and have more than 40 years

look and feel of a surface to great effect.

and anti-fingerprint finish. The IST products therefore not

of experience in the development and manufacturing
of curing systems. These are aspects that make us an

Editorial: What are the areas of application for the

attractive technology partner. Most importantly, however,

digitally printed and structured substrates?

we offer a broad product portfolio of LAMPcure and
LEDcure systems, as well as Excimer, which means

Pana Vrettos: The DLE process is used for substrates

our DLE customers get a solution to match the process

in the flooring and furniture sectors. These don‘t always

perfectly. A number of joint trials to find the right solution

have to be wood-based materials. Plastic panels and

allowed us to find ideal application parameters. As a

décors are also perfectly suitable for digital texturing and

result, we now know virtually everything there is to know

finishing using the DLE process.

about the DLE process.
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UV DAYS
INDUSTRIAL

UV Days premiere for new
laboratory unit with Excimer
The new laboratory facility with Excimer technology from IST Metz is over
three metres long, has the option of inerted final curing, three Excimer
units with wavelengths of 172 nm and 222 nm in an inerted atmosphere and
the option of preheating and adjusting coating viscosity using an infrared

Register now
for free:

www.uvdays.com

module. It will be presented for the first time at UV Days, which this year
runs from 13. to 16. May.
The short-wave and thus high-energy emission of an Excimer lamp means
that it can only pre-cure the surface of thin layers of a coating. During the
curing process, microfolds form at the surface without affecting deeper
layers. The finely-structured texture of the surface is preserved by the
final curing with broad-band UV emission which immediately follows. The
maximum operating speed of the lab unit is 200 m/min. An acceleration
section was integrated especially for this purpose. This system can reliably
process samples with a material thickness of up to 50 mm.
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Portrait:

UK: Tradition meets Modernity

In 1988, IST’s second subsidiary was set up
at impressive St. Andrews House in Skipton,
Great Britain and established itself as a strong
partner in the medium-pressure UV lamp
business. Integration Technology Ltd., which
specializes in digital and inkjet printing, has
complemented the group since 2015. The
UV Days motto “traditional meets modern” is
reflected not only in the company network,
but also throughout the kingdom. Read more
about our subsidiaries, their origins and their
traditions from p. 28 onwards.

66

million
inhabitants
cups
165 million
of tea/day

153

rainy days/
year

3578
students /100.000
inhabitants

Area:

248,528 km

2

119,6
mobile phone contracts/
100 inhabitants

LONDON
CAPITAL CITY

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt
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United Kingdom:
Tradition meets Modernity
The United Kingdom, home of Shakespeare and Harry

IST UK represents a reliable partner for classic UV lamps

Potter – and of IST Metz’s second foreign subsidiary.

and LED business on the island. Integration Technology

Only very few people know that as a pioneer in

Ltd. (ITL) is part of the group since 2015. This company

photopolymerization, Great Britain is considered to be

specializes primarily in the development and sale of LED

the first country to use UV technology industrially. Great

systems for digital and inkjet printing.

Britain has been a key IST Metz site for over three decades.

Simon Mitchell

Chris Schofield

IST UK

IST UK

A traditional location for
UV technology

include, among other things, the

IST Metz to become established as

electric interlocks of the UV systems

a permanent player in the industry.

1988: German tennis legend Steffi

in the printing press. To company

21 years after it was founded, IST

Graf wins Wimbledon and about 250

founder and then-managing director

UK now employs seven people at

miles away in Skipton, IST Metz’s

Gerhard Metz, the increasing size

impressive St. Andrews House. Chris

second foreign subsidiary opens for

of the UV printing industry and

Schofield and Simon Mitchell run

business. As early as 1987, business

associated rise in demand made it an

the company in Skipton for 15 years

in Great Britain was intensified by a

obvious next step to set up its second

now; both of them have a graphical
industry background.

large-scale project which laid the

foreign subsidiary on the island. The

foundation for technologies which

British subsidiary initially focussed

IST Metz is still using today. These

on tin printing, in particular, allowing
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The impressive St Andrews House on Otley Road in
Skipton is home of IST Metz’s subsidiary IST UK

Integration Technology Ltd. is headquartered
on a former military site near Oxford
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Adrian Lockwood
Chief Executive
Integration Technology Ltd.

“LED technology currently accounts for
more than 60 percent of our production.”

ITL serves the modern
Inkjet market

Technology Ltd. was founded in 200 to

this

develop new solutions for UV curing

between ITL and its parent company

In addition to the classic UV medium-

in emergent markets. In addition

is essential for a consistent and

pressure

successful market presence. In the

lamps,

the

„Close

cooperation

of

to the main fields of application

inks and varnishes using UV LED

in Inkjet and digital printing, the

future, I see ITL as a significant and

technology has become established

modular solutions are also used in

valuable part of the Metz Holding

in recent years. Completely new

promising application fields such

Group – we are constantly working

business fields, such as industrial

as bonding, medical technology and

on this, for example in the form of

joining

also

industrial coatings. With around 30

a consistent web presence, a joint

developed. As a supplier of both types

employees ITL has its own worldwide

product portfolio joint trade fair

of UV systems, IST Metz decided in

network of authorized dealers and

appearances.

technology,

curing

career:

were

2015 to focus even more intensely

industry partners in North America,

on expanding its LED business. With

Asia and South America. Adrian

the acquisition of the majority share

Lockwood, Managing Director of

in Integration Technology Ltd. (ITL)

Integration Technology Ltd. for 19

from Upper Heyford, UK, IST has

years, is looking forward to another

followed up this decision. Integration

major project towards the end of
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A melting pot of past and present
London: there are few other European cities which have made the jump from
past to present as stylishly as the capital city of Great Britain. Whilst the many
historical buildings, such as Buckingham Palace, Westminster Abbey or the
Houses of Parliament, embody the antiquated face of the city, contemporary
architecture and abstract art create a modern ambience. Old-fashioned taxis
and the famous red telephone boxes and double-decker buses are an everyday
feature of London’s streets – even in the modern finance quarter, for example.
This unique city attracts over 17 million visitors a year. London’s population
is as varied as its urban structure - almost exactly 50 per cent of Londoners
are Christians, the other half consisting of Muslims, Hindus, Jews and other
religious groups. With 160 nationalities and over 300 languages and dialects,
London richly deserves its title of “multicultural metropolis”.

Drinking tea made easy
Author George Orwell used his famous essay “A Nice Cup
of Tea” to outline eleven golden rules on how to drink a
cup of tea. The “regulations” first appeared in the London
Evening Standard newspaper in 1946, but one of the rules
is still being debated 70 years on: according to Orwell,
the tea is poured into the cup first, followed by the milk.
The debate about the supposed correct order in which to
pour tea and milk probably has as long a tradition in Great
Britain as that of drinking tea itself. There are many teadrinkers who would consider anyone who didn’t put the
milk in first to be ignorant. Around one third of Britons
aged between 55 and 64 still drinks at least five cups of tea
a day, but things are different in the younger generation.
Here only 16 per cent of 16 to 34 year-olds reach the same
number of cups. In total, however, 84 per cent of Britons
still drink tea every day. As a result, even the modern
United Kingdom consumes an impressive 165 million
cups of tea a day.
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Post-middle ages to today:
the triumphal march of fish and chips
Modern British cuisine is characterized by a mix of different cultures nowadays,
and it is now impossible to imagine its towns without Japanese, Mexican and
Indian restaurants. Yet one native dish has never been driven out: fish and chips.
This dish has a place on the menu of even up-market restaurants. According
to estimates, 80 per cent of the British population visit a fish and chip shop colloquially and affectionately referred to as a “chippy” - at least once a year,
whilst 22 per cent of people visit every week. The British spend around 1.2
billion pounds a year on fish and chips. We are no longer able to be sure about
when exactly this traditional dish came about. Sir Walter Raleigh brought the
potato to England in the 17th century. Legend has it that housewives used to cut
fish shapes out of the potatoes and then deep-fry them. This was intended as
a substitute food when the rivers froze in winter and it was impossible to catch
any real fish. The dish is mentioned in a book for the first time in 1839, when
Charles Dickens talks about a “fried fish warehouse” in the tale Oliver Twist.
The dish spread like wildfire; for the working class in particular, fish and chips
were a welcome change from their otherwise monotonous diet. This cheap
meal also contributed to satisfying big appetites during both world wars. The
dish reached the peak of its popularity in the late 1920s with some 35,000 fish
and chip shops.
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De-inking of
UV printing inks
The Germans are world champion

a UV LED offset ink system which

facility on a laboratory scale. Six

paper recyclers: over 73 per cent of

provides good de-inking properties

precisely-defined parameters were

waste paper in Germany is processed

in

uncoated,

weighted in a specified manner

back into reusable paper. To gain

improved newspaper. To this end,

and then formed the overall rating.

high-quality recycled paper out of

existing Siegwerk inks were further

Quality parameters included in the

waste paper, it has to be treated with

optimized in terms of enabling

calculation were brightness, dirt

the de-inking process. In de-inking,

printing ink to be removed without

spot area and the ink location of the

the paper is mechanically chopped

problems. In the course of a research

de-inked substance. The degree of

into small pieces in a pulper with

collaboration

Siegwerk

efficiency of printing ink removal and

water and auxiliary chemicals. This

and paper manufacturer Stora Enso,

the darkening of the filtrate represent

slushing step and storage in a water

those involved were now able to prove

the process parameters. The result

both

coated

and

between

bath are followed by the process of

that the new ink system is suitable

was “good de-inking potential”, with

flotation. Flotation is the process

for commercial printing and for

a value of 95 to 100 out of a possible

which actually separates the ink

simple packaging printing. The new

maximum 100 points. The newly-

particles from the paper fibres. Air

UV LED offset ink system satisfies

developed UV LED series of inks

bubbles are used to carry the ink

current REACH requirements and

from Siegwerk make the efficiency

particles to the surface and thus

provides very good print stability and

of de-inking comparable to that

transport them away. As the process

a high degree of gloss. The product’s

of mineral oil-based printing inks.

of flotation was hitherto incomplete

positive properties are boosted by

Optimized

where UV inks were concerned, UV

outstanding flow properties, short

the first step towards the complete

inks rarely met the criteria for a good

drying times and good mechanical

recyclability of UV and LED-cured

recycling balance.

strength.

printed products and thus towards an

However, ink developers at Siegwerk

De-inking potential was assessed by

improved environmental balance for

(who are exhibiting at UV Days)

the INGEDE method which simulates

these printing techniques.

have now succeeded in developing

the key process steps in a de-inking

de-inking

potential

is
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